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Abstract:  

  

Normally, when insulin binds to the 

extracellular alpha chain of the insulin-

receptor, it originates a change within 

receptor‟s structure, resulting in 

autophosphorylation of particular tyrosines 

in the cytoplasmic part of the beta chains. 

This change causes an initiation of a 

multifaceted cascade, which lastly results in 

secretion of the insulin.  

It is a well-known fact that the 

determination of any function of a protein 

is dependent on the sequence of the amino 

acids. Obviously any changes in the 

sequence result in differed function. This 

change is called as mutation. It is an 

established fact that missense mutations in 

the tyrosine kinase portion of the insulin 

receptor gene are present in patients with 

NIDDM. This mutation in the insulin-

receptor prevents the relay of the stimuli, 

resulting in inhibition of insulin secretion 

finally.  

Here, we have demonstrated that the 

mutations in tyrosine kinase portion of 

insulin receptor gene found in the patients 

of NIDDM, are actually the derangement in 

the ruksa, laghu attributes, which are due to 

the combination of Vayu mahabhuta and 

Akash mahabhuta. We have also concluded 

that the replacement of Vayu mahabhuta 

and Akash mahabhuta by Prithvi 

mahabhuta and Jala mahabhuta, is the 

backbone of the pathology in NIDDM. 
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Introduction:  

Diabetes Mellitus is well-known for its 

mortality and morbidity since centuries. 

Since thousands of years, Indians are well 

aware of the Prameha, especially vataj 

prameha or Madhumeha. There are 

hundreds of medicinal herbs known for 

their antidiabetic activity. Caraka has 

described 20 types of Prameha. He has also 

emphasized on the fact that all the prameha 

are converted in to Madhumeha, if 

untreated. As India is becoming a 

hometown for the diabetes mellitus, it is a 

big challenge for the medical fraternity to 

cope with the disease. In this review, we 

have considered the famous ayurvedic herb 
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Momordica charantia for the interpretation 

of the insulin function and it co-relation 

with activity of vata dosha. 

Understanding the herbal drug 

Momordica charantia: - 

Karvellaka is the Sanskrit name of the 

Momordica charantia, which is in 

possession of tikta rasa and laghu, ruksa 

attributes. Bhavprakash has described it as 

“mehahara”
[26]

. It is cultivated all over 

India for its fruits. The claim of its 

hypoglycaemic activities is found in fruits 

and seeds mainly. Lolitkar, 

M.M.et.al,(1966) demonstrated that 

“charantin” isolated from Momordica 

charantia bears a similarity to insulin 

activity for lowering the blood glucose 

level in rabbits.
[1]

 Khanna P. and others 

(1981) also established the fact that 

compounds isolated from the fruit and 

seeds of Momordica charantia contribute 

to its hypoglycaemic activity. They also 

proved that “charantin” and “polypeptide 

p” have a resemblance with insulin.
 [2] 

Ojewole and others established that the 

mechanisms of action of hypoglycaemic 

effect of Momordica charantia are due to 

insulin like peptide (polypeptide p-insulin). 

They also claimed that aqueous extract of 

Momordica charantia mimics insulin 

action not only at cellular level but at extra-

pancreatic level also
[3]

. Tayyab F. and 

others (2012) isolated insulin like 

hypoglycaemic protein (p-insulin) from 

fruit, seeds, and leaves of Momordica 

charantia. This polypeptide was found to 

lower blood glucose levels in humans when 

injected subcutaneously.
[4] 

Paul A. and 

Raychaudhari SS (2010) also demonstrated 

that p-insulin derived from Momordica 

charantia works by imitating the action of 

human insulin and can be used as plant 

based insulin replacement in patients with 

type 1 diabetes mellitus.
[5]

 Baldwa V. 

S.et.al. (1997) also isolated an insulin-like 

compound from fruit and tissue culture of 

Momordica charantia. They demonstrated 

that, this plant insulin has 17 amino acids in 

two chains bound together with sulphide 

bond. They also established the fact that the 

infrared spectrum of this plant insulin super 

imposes on standard zinc crystalline bovine 

insulin.
[6] 

Zhang Q C also established the p-

insulin structurally and pharmacologically 

comparable to bovine insulin and its 

subcutaneous and intramuscular 

administration produces hypoglycaemic 

effect in diabetic patients for more than 6 

hrs., as compare to 2hrs., for bovine 

insulin.
[7] 

Yibchok-Anun S. and others 

(2006) isolated a slow acting protein extract 

from fruit pulp of Momordica charantia 

and it showed insulin secreting and insulin-

like activities.
[8] 

Pitipanapong J.et.al.,(2007) 

also demonstrated that sitosteryl-glucoside 

and stigma steryl glucoside from 

“charantin” can be used as a replacement 

therapy for insulin.
[9] 

Paul A, Raychaudhari 

SS.(2010) established that plant insulin 

found in seeds and fruits of Momordica 

charantia is in possession of similarity to 

the composition of insulin. They 

demonstrated the use of this plant-insulin in 

the therapy of type 1 diabetes mellitus.
[10]

 

In updating the anti-diabetic plants, and 

their active constituents Marles, R. and 

Farnsworth, N. (1997) established that 

Momordica charantia is one of the most 

popular anti-diabetic plant worldwide and it 

is referred as “vegetable-insulin” in 

Asia.
[11] 

 Parkash A et.al.,(2002) showed 

that “charantin”, a peptide isolated from 

Momordica charantia resembles with 

insulin but it decreases blood sugar level on 

temporary basis.
[12] 

Many research workers 

search that the effect of the powder and 

chloroform extract of Momordica charantia 

in comparison with insulin in both age 

match control and STZ induced diabetic 

rats. Cummings E and others, have clearly 

demonstrated that Momordica charantia 

contains insulin similar property similar to 

1 phyto chemical component of Momordica 

charantia called “v-insulin”
[13] 

Hanhineva 

K and others (2010),demonstrated that 

extract of Momordica charantia can 

stimulate glucose uptake into skeletal 

muscle cell just like insulin and this effect 

is exerted via the same intracellular 
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signalling pathways as insulin in regulating 

glucose metabolism in body.
[14]

  

Figure No.1 illustrates the 80 out of total 

172 hydrophobic amino acids which are 

found in the hypoglycaemic peptide from 

Momordica charantia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the Insulin- 

To understand the working of insulin properly, we must have to look a structure of insulin 

which is shown in fig.2. Insulin  

 

consists of two polypeptide chains, namely 

chain A and chain B. Both A and B chains 

are attached together by disulphide bonds. 

Actually insulin is synthesized in beta cells 

of islets of Langerhans as a single 

polypeptide called „pre-proinsulin‟. This 

proinsulin is converted into mature insulin, 

which is wrapped inside mature granules 

and is made available to be exocytose from 

cell into the circulation on metabolic 

signals. 

Structure-function studies have indicated 

that amino acids essential for binding to the 

insulin receptor, include A1Gly, A2Ile, 

A3Val, A19Tyr, B6Leu, B12Val, B23Gly, 

B24Phe and B25Phe 
[15, 16, 17]

. Out of these 

9 amino acids essential for the binding, 

except Tyrosine remaining all 8 amino 

acids, being hydrophobic, are in possession 

of ruksa, laghu, khara, suksma, cala 
qualities of vatadosa. 

Considering the fig.2 we can observe that, 

in the A chain there are 6 out of 21 (29%) 

such amino acids and in the chain B there 

are 15 out of 30 (50%) such amino acids, 

which are hydrophobic in nature. We know 

that those entities, which are hydrophobic 

in nature, are in possession of 

vayumahabhuta and Akasamahabhuta in 

their paamcabhautika constitution. So in 

the long run, they are in possession of 

ruksa, laghu, khara, suksma, cala qualities 

of vatadosa.
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Table No.1 

If we try to understand the meaning from 

table no.1, which shows some of the 

regular protein rich food particles of an 

Indian diet, we can make two observations 

from this diet. First we can see that the 

average % of the hydrophobic amino acids 

is nearly 38% of the total proteins in the 

food particles, second thing is that all this 

food items, which are having 38% average 

hydrophobic amino acids are actually in 

possession of ruksa and laghu attributes 

and are recognise as “vatakara”. So one 

can conclude that the diet containing excess 

amount of food particles showed in above 

table, results in the increase in the 

percentage of hydrophobic amino acids in 

body, causing enhancement in the ruksa 
and laghu attributes throughout the body. 

As increase in the ruksa and laghu 

attributes represents the increase in the 

activities of vatadosa. So these food 

particles are labelled as “vatakara”. 

Hydrophobic amino acids come under 

the umbrella of vata dosa 

When hydrolysed, most food proteins set 

free bitter tasting peptides. Hydrolysates of 

hydrophilic proteins such as gelatine, are 

less bitter that the hydrolysates of 

hydrophobic protein such as caseins and 

soya proteins. The bitterness is mentioned 

in Ayurveda as tikta rasa, which is the 

result of the combination of Vayu 

mahabhutaand Akasa mahabhuta in their 

paamcabhautika constitution. So basically, 

the entities having Vayu mahabhuta  and 

Akasa mahabhuta as main components can 

labelled as coming under the classification 

of hydrophobic entities. On the other hand, 

the entities having Prithvi mahabhuta and 

Jala mahabhuta as the main component in 

their paamcabhautika constitution, can be 

recognised as coming under the 

classification of hydrophillic substances. 

Now we have a clear understanding that the 

hydrophobic amino acids come under the 

umbrella of vatadosa. So when in a 

constitution of an entity, amino acids 

belonging to the hydrophobic class are in 

excess percentage, then we can have 

Approximately 100 Gm serving Ruksha laghu Sheeta Vata 

kara 

Alanine  

(in mg) 

Glycine   

(in mg) 

Proline 

(in mg) 

Peanut
[19]

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 1.04 0.94 1.14 

Lentil pink 
[20] 

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 1.05 1.01 1.05 

Flat beans 
[21]

 Yes No No Yes 0.98 1.01 0.88 

Bengalgram 
[22]

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 0.83 1.55 0.80 

Red Gram
[23]

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 1.08 0.82 0.95 

Red kidney beans
[20]

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 0.99 0.92 0.95 

Kidney bean aconite leaved
[24]

 Yes Yes No Yes 0.98 1.02 0.97 

Mung beans
[25]

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 1.04 0.95 1.09 

French beans 
[21]

 Yes Yes Yes Yes 0.79 0.73 0.79 
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labelled the entity belonging to vatakara 
class. 

This discussion leads us to the conclusion 

that insulin can be classified as an 

instrument for the functionality of 

vatadosa. As we are aware of the fact that 

in the glucose metabolism, insulin only 

have an act of stimulation to facilitate the 

entry of glucose into the cell. Once insulin 

has facilitated the entry of glucose into the 

cell, then after, insulin has no role into the 

production of ATP from glucose. 

So fundamentally, insulin only is a 

stimulator for specific activity. This 

stimulation can be labelled as an activity of 

cala quality of vatadosa. Then the question 

arises, how we can compare the stimulation 

activity of insulin with the work done by 

cala qualities of vatadosa. For this, we 

should again have a look at the structure of 

insulin. In the constitution of insulin, we 

can see that 21 out of 51 (41%) amino acids 

belong to the hydrophobic class and 

ultimately are in possession of the 

combination of Vayu mahabhutaand Akasa 

mahabhuta definitely resulting in the 

possession of vatakara property with itself. 

This is the cause we say that insulin is in 

possession of cala quality of vatadosa and 

works as a stimulator. Hemadri has also 

said that “prerane cala”. This prerana 
means stimulation by vatadosa. 

Understanding the Insulin-receptor  

We know that many enzymes are 

synthesized as inactive precursors. 

Afterwards they are triggered by cleavage 

of one or a few specific peptide bonds. 

Cleavage means the act of splitting or 

dividing. In the creation of an insulin-

receptor, a proteolytic cleavage of 

polypeptide-chain precursor takes place. In 

this process alpha and beta chains, which 

are linked by two disulphide bonds, are 

produced. As shown in figure 3, the alpha 

chain, responsible for the insulin binding is 

completely extracellular, on the other hand, 

the beta chain is divided in three parts. First 

one is a small extra-cellular region, in 

continuation the second one is in the 

membrane region and the third one is 

intracellular tyrosine kinase. One of the 

most outstanding features of the insulin 

receptor is the existence of an 

autophosphorylation site at the Tyr 1162 

position. Steven R Hubbard and others 

(1994) have shown that the position of the 

main chain, at the position Tyr 1162 is 

resolute or determined by the loop of 

residues positioned at Leucine 1171 to 

Alanine 1177 
[18]

. As Leucine, Alanine, and 

Valine are hydrophobic amino acids, they 

are in possession of the attributes belonging 

to Vayu mahabhuta and Akasa mahabhuta . 
In this loop, Leu1171, and Val 1173, 

together with Leu 1181 and Leu 1219, form 

a cluster of ruksa, laghu, khara, suksma, 
cala  qualities of vatadosa.  

Another important thing is that, the side 

chain of Tyr 1163 also resides in Vayaviya 
and Akashiya environment, which is 

formed by Valine 1173 and Leucine 1219. 

Discussions:  

Mutation in the Ruksha, Laghu 

attributes of tyrosine kinase  

It is a well-known fact that the 

determination of any function of a protein 

is dependent on the sequence of the amino 

acids. Obviously any changes in the 

sequence result in differed function. This 

change is called as mutation. If the 

substitution is of one amino acid for 

another amino acid in the protein, then it is 

called as missense mutation.  
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The missense mutations in the tyrosine 

kinase portion of the insulin receptor gene 

that have been found in patients with 

NIDDM are mapped onto the insulin 

structure in this figure. Many of these 

mutations include replacement of 

hydrophobic residues with other of 

different size or with charged residues. 

Steven R Hubbard and others (1994) 

demonstrated how the mutation destabilizes 

the hydrophobic packing in the C-terminal 

lobe 
[4]

. 

1. Glycine at the 1008 position, in the 

tyrosine kinase portion of the insulin 

receptor, is in possession of ruksa and 

laghu qualities. On the other hand, 

threonine 1031 and Asparagine 1033, 

two residues of the main chain, which 

remain nearest to the Glycine 1008 

position, are actually in possession of 

attributes belonging to Prithvi 

mahabhuta  and Jala mahabhuta. So 

when due to the mutation, Glycine 1008 

is replaced by Valine, there is no room 

available for the side chain of  Valine 

residue, due to the neighboring 

presence of Parthiva and Jaliya 
threonine and asparagine. 

2. As we know Aspartate, being a 

negatively charged and polar amino 

acid, is in possession of these qualities, 

which are due to the combination of to 

pruthvimahabhuta  and Jalamahabhuta  
in its paamcabhautika constitution. 

Normally, Alanine 1048Cβ, an amino 

acid belonging to Vayu mahabhuta and 

Akasa mahabhuta, are in possession of 

ruksa and laghu qualities and is seated 

in the hydrophobic pocket. So when in 

the missense mutation, Asparatate takes 

place of Alanine 1048Cβ, it is not 

accomodated in that pocket due to its 

larger size. 

3. Threonine and Glutamic acid, both 

amino acids are also in possession of 

attributes belonging to Prithvi 

mahabhuta  and Jala mahabhuta . So in 

the mutation when theses two amino 

acids take place of Alanine 1134 and 

Alanine 1135 respectively in the 

catalytic loop, which belong to Vayu 

mahabhuta and Akasa mahabhuta, there 

is a steric clash in between them, 

causing destabilisation of the 

hydrophobic packing in the C-terminal 

lobe. 

When the insulin binds to the extracellular 

alpha chain, it originates a change within 

the insulin-receptor structure, resulting in 

autophosphorylation of particular tyrosines 

in the cytoplasmic part of the beta chains. 

This change causes the recruitment of 

intracellular signalling molecules, which 

then initiate a multifaceted cascade of 

phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation 

reactions. This results in the spread of 

metabolic effects of insulin. One of the 
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important result is the activation of the 

phosphatidylinositol-3‟-kinase (PI-3-

kinase) pathway. After activation this 

pathway motivates translocation of glucose 

transporters (GLUT4) to cell surface. This 

translocation is very important for glucose 

uptake by the cell. 

Conclusion:  

The most amazing thing about Momordica 

charantia is that it is in possession of p-

insulin, which is structurally and 

pharmacologically analogous to bovine 

insulin. We have established in this work 

that the ayurvedic description of 

Momordica charantia and its 

paamcabhautika attributes are equivalent to 

the paamcabhautika structure of insulin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, we have recognized that the 

mutations in tyrosine kinase portion of 

insulin receptor gene, found in the patients 

of NIDDM, are actually the derangement in 

the ruksa, laghu attributes, which are due to 

the combination of Vayu mahabhuta and 

Akash mahabhuta. We have concluded that 

the replacement of Vayu mahabhuta and 

Akash mahabhuta by Prithvi mahabhuta 

and Jala mahabhuta is the backbone of the 

pathology in the patients of NIDDM. 

Momordica charantia is mainly in 

possession of tikta rasa, which is formed 

by the combination of Vayu mahabhuta and 

Akash mahabhuta. Administration of 

Momordica charantia has a definite impact 

on the activity of vatadosa. So we have 

confirmed that Momordica charantia 

shows anti-diabetic activity by increasing 

the Ruksha and Laghu attributes of vata 

dosa. 
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